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The Cherenkov Telescope Array

The observatory for ground-based!
gamma-ray astronomy



CTA in a nutshell

•  First Open Observatory for VHE (>100 GeV) gamma-ray astronomy
•  118 Cherenkov telescopes shared over two sites

–  full sky-coverage
•  Expands in performances over existing instruments

–  Sensitivity
–  Angular resolution
–  Energy range
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South site (near Paranal, Chile) North site (ORM La Palma, Spain)

HQ (Bologna, Italy)

SDMC (Zeuthen, Germany)



CTA science
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Cosmic Particle Acceleration
How and where are particles accelerated?
How do they propagate?
What is their impact on the environment?

Probing Extreme Environments
Physics close to neutron stars and black holes
Physics in relativistic jets, winds and explosions
Exploring cosmic voids

Physics frontiers – beyond the Standard Model
What is the nature of Dark Matter? How is it distributed?
Is the speed of light a constant for high-energy photons?
Do axion-like particles exist?

CTA Key Science

E.Lindfors, Finnish Centre for Astronomy with 
ESO, University of Turku, on behalf of the CTA 

Consortium 
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Updated Science Case released in September 2017
https://www.cta-observatory.org/cta-releases-updated-science-case/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1709.07997
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CTA performances
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Astronomy with VHE gamma rays

E.Lindfors, Finnish Centre for Astronomy with 
ESO, University of Turku, on behalf of the CTA 

Consortium 
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CTA science programs
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Key Science Projects (executed by CTA Consortium)
Ensure that important science questions for CTA are addressed!
in a coherent fashion and with a well-defined strategy
Provide legacy data sets for the entire community !
(including catalogues)

Surveys: Galactic Centre, Galactic Plane, Extragalactic, LMC
Transients
Cosmic ray PeVatrons
Starforming systems
Active Galactic Nuclei
Galaxy Clusters Proposal-driven User Program

Deep investigation of known sources
Follow-up of KSP discovered sources
Search for new sources
Multi-wavelength campaigns
Follow-up of ToOs from other wavebands or messengers

Consortium Papers
The next step beyond the 

“Science with CTA”
document

Science with CTA: first complete proof is now done, to be checkedarXiv:1709.07997



CTA key science
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Galactic Cosmic Rays
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Unveiling the sources of Galactic Cosmic Rays
CTA will identify sources of Galactic Cosmic Rays by measuring the 
spectral and morphological signatures of hadronic particle acceleration

Protons (He, …)

Electrons

PeVatron



Galactic Cosmic Rays
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Understanding particle escape from acceleration sites
CTA will observe the leaking of cosmic rays from the source into the 
interstellar medium, providing clues on cosmic-ray-propagation physics



Cosmic Rays beyond our Galaxy
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Understanding cosmic-ray physics in diverse environments
CTA will probe cosmic-ray physics in a large variety of environments, 
covering dwarf galaxies, normal galaxies and starburst galaxies

Large Magellanic Cloud



Black hole particle accelerators
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Studying blazar variability at sub-minute time scale
CTA will be able to measure variability time scales down to several seconds, 
corresponding to emission zone dimensions of 1 A.U. for plausible Doppler 
factors, probing particle acceleration physics and jet formation models

PKS 2155-304



1. Introduction to CTA Science 1.2 Overview of CTA Science Themes

number or reasons: 1) CTA’s extended energy range will allow searches for WIMPs with lower mass, 2)
the improved sensitivity in the entire energy range will improve the probability of detection of dark matter,
3) the increased field of view with a homogeneous sensitivity as well as the improved angular resolution
will allow for more efficient searches for extended sources and spatial anisotropies, and 4) the improved
energy resolution will increase the chances of detecting a possible spectral feature in the a dark matter
induced photon spectrum.

By observing the region around the Galactic Centre and by adopting dedicated observational strate-
gies (see Chapter 5 and Figure 1.8), CTA will indeed reach the canonical velocity-averaged annihilation
cross-section of ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10

�26 cm3 s�1 for a dark matter mass in the range ⇠200 GeV to 20 TeV —
something which is not possible with current instruments for any exposure time. Together with the con-
straints from Fermi-LAT on dark matter lighter than a few hundred GeV, this will seriously constrain the
WIMP paradigm for CDM in the case of non-detection. Models with a large photon yield from dark mat-
ter annihilation will be constrained to even smaller cross-sections. In conclusion, the WIMP paradigm,
either through detection or non-detection will be significantly impacted upon during the first years of
operation of CTA. Additional targets, including Milky Way satellites (see Chapters 4 and 7) complement
the primary GC observation, with considerable scope for Guest Observer observations.

If signatures of dark matter do appear in direct-detection experiments or at the LHC, gamma-ray ob-
servations will provide a complementary approach to identify dark matter, while the typical cutoff of the
energy spectrum will allow for a precise mass determination. If such experiments do not detect dark
matter, as may be the case for sufficiently heavy dark matter candidates, CTA may be the only way to
look for such particles over the next decade.
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Figure 1.8 – CTA sensitivity to a WIMP annihilation signature as a function of WIMP mass, for nominal param-
eters and for the multiple CTA observations described in Chapter 4. The dashed horizontal line indicates the
likely cross-section for a WIMP which is a thermal relic of the Big Bang.

Cherenkov Telescope Array
Science with CTA
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The quest for Dark Matter
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Searching for WIMP Dark Matter
CTA has a unique discovery window for WIMP dark matter in the few 100 
GeV to few 10 TeV energy domain, reaching the weak-scale cross sections 
inferred from the relic dark matter density



Probing the Universe
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Probing the star-formation history over cosmic times 
CTA will measure the attenuation of gamma rays by pair production on 
infrared photons and thus determine the level of the extragalactic 
infrared background light

e+/e-

EBL
CTA

pair creation

12. KSP: Active Galactic Nuclei

unification of different radio-loud AGN in general. Naturally, the possible detection of signatures from
UHECR, the IGMF (in the form of “pair halos” or “pair echoes”), ALPs or LIV are of great interest for the
wider scientific community.
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Figure 12.2 – Potential for CTA to resolve the extragalactic background light (EBL) density as a function of the
redshift. Assumed are quiescent and flare states of ten sources per redshift bin and an average de-absorbed
flux level of 25% of the Crab nebula at 100 GeV. The assumed exposure time takes into account that at higher
redshifts the CTA data will be dominated by short flare states. For comparison, results by H.E.S.S. and Fermi-
LAT are shown. It should be noted that so far only six sources above a redshift of 0.4 have been detected with
ground-based gamma-ray telescopes.

To this aim, we want to observe a reference sample of VHE AGN, which should cover all different
gamma-loud classes and a large range of redshifts in a homogeneous way (in terms of required signal
strength for each source and observation mode). The currently available VHE data on AGN have clearly
shown the necessity of accessing not only high-quality spectra, but also flux and spectral variability on all
timescales, together with simultaneous or contemporaneous (depending on the timescales under study)
MWL coverage. Carrying out these observations in the form of a Key Science Project will provide the
community with a homogeneous data set from a reference sample of VHE AGN, selected using well-
defined criteria and including various archetypal AGN. The AGN KSP includes multi-annual observations
(up to at least ten years for long-term monitoring of a few selected sources), which are difficult to propose
and follow up for individual observers. With the aim of self-triggering the CTA arrays on AGN flares,
special “snapshot” observation modes, i.e. very short exposures on a large number of candidate flaring
sources with small CTA sub-arrays, will be tested and optimised.

There are several arguments for carrying out this scientific programme in the context of a Key Science
Project done by the CTA Consortium. As mentioned above, the AGN KSP will provide legacy data
products (spectra, light curves, etc.) from a homogeneous sample of AGN that will be of great value
to the community. The KSP is designed to guarantee coverage of a minimum number of sources at
different redshifts and of different classes, as well as to ensure the long-term monitoring of a few promi-
nent sources for at least ten consecutive years. It is important that data from the long-term monitoring
are released promptly to constitute a useful data set for the community. In addition, the snapshot pro-
gramme requires very frequent short observations with multiple sub-arrays, where it can profit from
flexible scheduling. To optimize the scheduling of these observations and their rapid evaluation, and
to guarantee the timely emission of alerts, this programme is ideally suited to be carried out by the
CTA Consortium. Finally, it is scientifically important that a maximum number of observations of flaring
events be done with simultaneous Fermi-LAT coverage; therefore, an essential part of the AGN KSP is
concerned with observations made in the pre-operational and early phases of CTA. The organization of
the proposed observations in the context of a KSP will greatly facilitate the necessary coordination with
many different MWL and MM instruments.

Key data products will include legacy data sets of high-quality spectra, long-term light curves, time-
varying spectra and high-resolution flare light curves. Furthermore, CTA will be able to send outgoing

Cherenkov Telescope Array
Science with CTA
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Probing the Universe
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Probing the intergalactic magnetic field
CTA will search for pair halos around AGN or for echoes in their flares to 
assess the strength of the intergalactic magnetic field
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How CTA works
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Array sites
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LST-1 prototype construction started
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LST-1 prototype construction started
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Prototypes for all other telescopes exist
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Shower
images



Project status
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Project timeline
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Synergies
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Broad band coverage
Alerts

SKA, LOFAR

ALMA

ISM ionisation
BH jet imaging

Virgo/LIGO

GW alerts

Fermi

Low-energy coverage
Alerts

HAWC

Sky survey
Alerts

Athena

Cosmic rays / SNR
Jet-disk connection

SVOM

Alerts

… 

…



Take home message
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•  CTA will be a major infrastructure for high-energy astronomy for 
the next decades

•  CTA science focuses on cosmic rays, particle acceleration physics 
and dark matter searches

•  A broad range of synergies exists with other scientific domains, 
and CTA will reach well beyond the traditional high-energy 
community


